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Rush Mission & Vision

Please find more info on
https://www.rushwiwest.com

A global brand committed to providing an unparalleled soccer 
experience:

Progressive. Ambitions. Comprehensive.

Mission Statement

Our aim is to partner with like-minded clubs around the world and create 
a player base which is unmatched in both quality and quantity. 

Elite players developed within this base will eventually feed into a Rush 
professional team representing one of the most recognized brands in the 
world.

Vision Statement

https://www.rushwiwest.com


The Rush Way

Please find more info on
https://www.rushwiwest.com

The Rush Way is the embodiment of all that is Rush Soccer. 
This not only entails what we do and how we do it, but the culture 
and standard that defines who we are as a Club. It is the rules and 
manner in which Rush members hold themselves and how they 
expect other Rush members to conduct themselves. The Rush Way 
encourages passion, leadership, respect and above all, quality. This 
standard is evident in how administrative organization is handled, 
the way our coaches instruct their players, and how the players and 
parents conduct themselves on and off the field. The Rush Way 
provides a system that supports the most efficient development of 
our players from the time they join the Club to the time they 
graduate.

The Rush Way to Play is based upon movement and 
activity by both player and ball.  Possession-oriented does not fully 
describe how we play; attack-oriented does.  Whether in possession 
or in defense, we are attacking. Rush Players play with freedom yet 
understand the importance of responsibility and the balance 
between the two. Rush teams are flexible and adapt to varying 
circumstances. The Rush Way to Play represents both passion and 
purpose.

Our club mantra is: “ Where the trails of passion and purpose 
meet, begins the path to victory ”

https://www.rushwiwest.com


Unity: Together all things are possible. When 
your teammates are down, bear each other’s 
burdens; conversely, celebrate your 
teammate’s successes.

Tenacity: To be successful, persevere.... 
persevere but do not be anxious. Fear no one. 
Be strong and courageous. Work when no one 
else is looking.

Safety: Our environment is safe. Safety is not 
only physical safety from harm, but safety from 
ridicule and attack.

Respect: Respect everyone. Respect the 
opponent, the rules, your colleagues, your 
superiors and subordinates. Be thoughtful and 
considerate.

Passion: Passion always trusts, always hopes 
and always perseveres. Passion never fails.

Rush Core 
Values

Accountability: Be accountable for your 
actions and hold others accountable for their 
actions. Who am I ultimately accountable to, 
and who judges my work?

Advice: Seek out advice and aspire to be the 
best. In order to learn, we must be open to 
learning and consider the advice of others. Are 
you coach-able? 

Empathy: Empathy is at the core of solid 
relationships.

Enjoyment: Enjoy your work, this is a gift. The 
desires of diligent workers are satisfied.

Humility: Apologize when you make a mistake. 
Forgive others and do not look back.

Leadership: Leaders strive to be trustworthy, 
honest and sincere. They are willing to serve 
others and sacrifice their own interests. 

Please find more info on
https://www.rushwiwest.com

https://www.rushwiwest.com


Rush Role of the 
Active Start Coach

Provide fun, safe and enjoyable activity.
Provide well organized practice and games.

Provide stimulating activities that promote fundamental skills and development.
Communicate appropriately with children.

At this introductory level, the objective is to get children moving and to keep them 
active.  No competitive games should be played - the objective is for adults and 
children to play together informally.  

The physical curriculum provides for learning basic fundamental movement skills such 
as:  running - jumping - twisting - throwing - catching.

The technical requirements are not about teaching techniques of soccer and are 
nothing more than encouraging children to enjoy becoming friends with the ball and 
experiencing the following through fun and imaginative games; running with the ball, 
stopping and changing directions with the ball, dribbling, kicking, shooting.

Rush Active Start 
Tips

Ensure that you have enough soccer balls for every child.
Use one soccer ball per child, they don’t like sharing their toy.

Check your playing area, to ensure it’s safe.  No rocks or holes.
A parent or guardian should join in to supervise and play with their child.

Be enthusiastic, have fun!
We want players at this stage to fall in love with the game!
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Program Vision 

FOR MIGHTY MITES RECREATIONAL U4 PROGRAM 

Station A
Physical Literacy

25%

Station D
Game 2

25%

Station C
Analytical Activity 
25%

Station B
Game 1
25%

HOW IT 
WORKS



Active Start - Practice Plan
Preferred training model – The Station Concept

The activities provided illustrate how stations can being used during 
Grassroots practices. During the practice players will spend an allotted 
time at each station having fun, developing specific skills and qualities 
before moving onto the next station. By using station work we create an 
environment where players are continually motivated and that they are 
continually challenged.

In the following activities players will travel through 4 stations. In these 
examples one station focuses on Physical Literacy, two stations on 
movements with the ball and the 4th station is focused around the game 
with the children playing 1v1.

All sessions take a holistic approach to developing our youth. Each 
game and activity will focus on 4 main areas of the child's development; 
these include social/emotional, physical, physiological and also technical

Total Practice time 40 minutes as per the Recreational and Development 
Matrix

If working with a larger group organize players into groups of 6.  Each 
station has a coach who will lead that specific station for the session.  
Players rotate every 8 minutes with a 2 minute break in between each 
station to have a water break and move to the next station.  

If working with a smaller group you can still have the 4 stations and 
players will move together through all 4 stations until all are 
completed.

Please find more info on
https://www.rushwiwest.com

https://www.rushwiwest.com


U4 Player Characteristics

During child’s 
practice

After child’s 
practice

Recommendations

Players at this age have a very short attention span, they are 
very easily distracted.  They all want to play with their ball, the 
toy.  There is no sense of sharing toys, especially with 
strangers. 

U4 Parent Expectations

Before practice

● Play with your child, have fun with them.
● Support the coach with praise and

encouragement.
● Praise effort don’t criticize mistakes.

● Ensure their child has eaten and had
enough rest.

● Ask your child if they have all their “kit”
and water bottle.

● Praise the effort your child has given.
● Ask if they had fun.
● Give them food and a drink.

Player success is encouraged.  While Mom or Dad 
should challenge the child player, they should allow 
the child to “score” goals and “beat” the adult 
opponent.

We want players at this stage to have basic movement skills, be comfortable with 
a ball, be more confident, and try new challenges.

Please find more info on
https://www.rushwiwest.com

https://www.rushwiwest.com
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